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Executive Summary 
Project Overview 
 
The Lower Brule Sioux Tribe is a federally recognized Indian tribe organized pursuant to the 
1934 Wheeler-Howard Act (“Indian Reorganization Act”).  It is governed by a tribal council 
elected at-large and comprised of five council members and a Tribal Chairman.  The 
Chairman also acts as the Chief Executive Officer of the tribe.          
 
The Lower Brule Sioux Indian Reservation lies along the west bank of Lake Francis Case and 
Lake Sharpe, which were created by the Fort Randall and Big Bend dams of the Missouri 
River pursuant to the Pick Sloan Act.  The grid accessible at the Big Bend Dam facility 
operated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is less than one mile of the wind farm 
contemplated by the Tribe in this response.  The low-head hydroelectric turbines further 
being studied would be placed below the dam and would be turned by the water released 
from the dam itself.  The riverbed at this place is within the exterior boundaries of the 
reservation.  The low-head turbines in the tailrace would be evaluated to determine if 
enough renewable energy could be developed to pump water to a reservoir 500 feet above 
the river.   
 
Throughout the years, data collected at two sites on the LBST Reservation have been 
collected intermittently. One site that has long been discussed as a potential site to support a 
commercial wind project is called the “Big Bend Site” located near the Big Bend dam.  Again, 
past efforts to collect this data have not yielded sufficient information upon which to base a 
reliable feasibility study but efforts by the Tribe was restarted under new organizational 
leadership in order to get collection and analysis work on track.  The results from these 
efforts, in terms of data collection and analysis on a going forward basis, provide a 
preliminary basis in which to base a reasoned opinion on the feasibility of commercial wind 
development.   
Section 1: Project Objectives 
Project Objectives 
          
The initial concept to be tested for feasibility is the combination of technologies to capture 
the power-generation capacity of under-utilized wind and water flow for export of electricity 
to a WAPA grid in close proximity to a proposed wind farm site.   This study was undertaken 
with the objective to examine the technical feasibility of the proposed combination of 
separate technologies.   
 
The second question of feasibility will relate to the general economic value of the proposed 
installation and also determine the market potential, obstacles and costs in accessing the 
existing and future markets, issues related of permitting. 
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The location of the proposed installation will be based on the proximity to the existing grid 
access at Big Bend Dam (see appendices).  The land in question is trust land owned by the 
tribe.   
 
Section 2: Description of Activities Performed 
Project Description of Activities 
 
Activities and tasks set forth by the Tribe and the grant included: 
 
1) Wind/Pumped Storage Project Concept Investigation 
 
The proposed wind and pumped storage Project would provide analysis and advice as to the 
preliminary feasibility of utilizing a pump back water storage reservoir and attendant 
hydroelectric turbines to supply power during any part of a contracted period of associated 
wind generation that slows or stops.   
 
The system initially sought to be reviewed would involve a potential lower head or stream 
flow hydroelectric turbines placed in the tailrace of the dam which would power pumping of 
water to a storage reservoir.  The Tribe was to study whether low head turbines in the 
tailrace could produce enough energy to a reservoir to be constructed above the river and 
whether such reservoir would have sufficient head to create on demand hydropower to firm 
up attendant wind generation.   
 
If deemed technically feasible, the Project was to then investigate the real value of this 
potential levelized or firmed-up power and potential power marketing agreements which 
would capture any value created.   
 
2) Preliminary Feasibility Determinations 
 
Overall, the Project will examine and report on each of the following feasibility 
determinations and a go/no-go analysis and reporting will be made.  If any initial 
determinations are made that a proposed task is not physically, technically, legally or 
economically feasible then the Project will cease work on this task.  The results of all tasks will 
be made included in the final report and will become an element of the Tribe’s strategic 
energy planning for future development.  
 
 
3) Attendant Water Development/Facility Issues 
 
The Project will determine and report on water diversion rights and capabilities to utilize 
and/or consume water which could be stored and utilized in the pump back reservoir.  The 
Project will make an initial determination and report on the technical and physical feasibility 
of constructing a new reservoir of sufficient size, depth and elevation above the discharge 
turbines and placement of low head turbines in the tail race.   
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4) Wind Resource and Technology Evaluation 
 
The Project will investigate and document access to the transmission grid with power from a 
commercial wind farm, including the capacity of the transmission lines and potential 
marketing and transmission partnerships or relationships. The Project will utilize any useful 
past wind data collected and current data generated to assess the viability of developing a 
commercial wind farm, including any wind mapping that can be accomplished given the 
confines of budgetary concerns, including but not limited to, topographical review and other 
standard and reasonable wind development technical analysis that can get the Tribe further 
ahead in its endeavors to commercially develop wind on the Lower Brule Sioux Reservation.  
Initial identification of potential wind technology will be made.  The micrositing process will 
be assessed if warranted and that analysis and recommendations will be included in the final 
report. 
 
5) Economic Feasibility 
 
The Project will provide initial analysis on projected costs of a proposed installation, which 
may include engineering expenses, transmission studies, equipment purchase, construction, 
operations and maintenance, warranties, training and leasing. 
 
 
6) Political Feasibility 
The Tribe will explore the political feasibility of the concept, both as relates to tribal politics, 
state and local politics and federal/national politics.  The Tribe will measure and report on 
tribal members’ perceptions of cultural compatibility, impact of a proposed installation on 
the environment, the scenic viewscape and mitigation of potential adverse impacts.  
 
6) Assessing Environmental Benefits and Impacts, and the Permitting process 
 
The Project will conduct a preliminary assessment of environmental, archeological and 
permitting requirements and issues of the site where the wind farm, and potential reservoir if 
appropriate, may be located.  The Tribe will assist in performing preliminary environmental 
assessment work and communicate to interested agencies and parties as appropriate.  With 
resultant information, the Project will interactively work with tribal members and the 
surrounding community to receive initial public comment. 
 
8) Corporate Structure 
 
The Project will conduct some initial research and report on forms of potential tribal 
participation that best serves what the Tribe assesses as what is in its best interest.  
Accordingly, the Tribe will consider financing options for its desired level of participation. 
 
9) Operations, Maintenance and Training Planning 
 
The Project will assess and report on necessary operations, maintenance and training plans for 
the power plant(s) and how best the Tribe can participate according to the needs of the 
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Project(s).  Review of potential tribal corporate structures will be conducted and those 
recommendations made in light of the Project structure preferred by the Tribe. 
 
10) Infrastructure Development Planning 
 
The Tribe will determine and report on infrastructure needed, including service roads to the 
turbines in the wind farm and to pumps and hydroelectric equipment, if appropriate 
 
Section 3:  Conclusions, Recommendations & Lessons Learned 
1) Wind/Hydroelectric Concept Description 
 
There has long been speculation that the lands adjacent to the Big Bend Hydroelectric Facility 
could take advantage of the proximity to current hydroelectric infrastructure to pursue 
pumped storage facilities and commercial wind development.   
 
Although the Lower Brule Sioux Nation has painstakingly sought to clarify their legal, 
ancestral, and treaty rights associated with the management of the Missouri River, its facilities 
and its water resources, the Nation has tread carefully with respect to the wide variety of 
issues related to the development of any additional hydroelectric related facilities within its 
traditional territories.  It is important to note that the rights to and over water resources are a 
sensitive matter and not taken lightly by any Tribal government.  As this Project undertook 
this investigation, it did so with an watchful eye on all the technical, legal and political 
ramifications which are impossible to document. What has been less than clear is the opinion 
of the Army Corp or Western Area Power Administration towards reservoir or pumped 
storage development related to wind production facilities.  From a tribal and customer 
perspective, like its power marketing counterpart Bonneville, Western and its customers 
would benefit greatly from a serious and deliberate look at policy towards wind and hydro 
integration and particularly in light of the superior rights of Indian Tribes to the water 
resources which flow through these facilities.  What one thing that did become very clear, 
however, through this Project is that a wind project will benefit greatly from the proximity to 
the current hydroelectric facility’s existing electrical transmission infrastructure (substation) at 
Big Bend Dam.   
 
2) Preliminary Feasibility Determinations 
 
Overall, the Project did examine and report to Tribal Council on each of the following 
feasibility determinations and a series of go/no-go analysis and reporting has been made.  
There were cases where initial determinations were made that proposed task/objectives were 
not physically, technically, legally or economically feasible so the Project ceased work on that 
task.  For a variety of reasons, pumped storage options were deemed not feasible at the time 
of study to warrant a go-forward determination and thus the Tribe determined to refocus 
and reorganize its efforts on commercial wind development assessments. 
 
3) Attendant Water Development/Facility Issues 
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The Project made a determination regarding preliminary pumped storage feasibility and a 
report on the technical and physical feasibility was concluded.  The Tribal leadership made 
the strategic decision to focus its efforts on commercial wind development and until market 
conditions changed related to pumped storage facility costs and feasibility, this option would 
be periodically reviewed for any economic and/or policy changes which would make those 
options more viable. 
 
4) Wind Resource and Technology Evaluation 
 
The Tribe has fully investigated and pursued access to the transmission grid to benefit a 
commercial wind farm, including capacity of the transmission lines, potential marketing 
options, and any other related transmission issues. The Project utilized past wind data 
collected as support data but new data was an absolute necessity and met towers were 
microsited in order to assess the viability of developing a commercial wind farm.  The 
activities undertaken and completed include wind mapping, topographical review and other 
state of the art wind development technical analyses.  Initial identification of potential wind 
technology has been made.   
 
5) Economic Feasibility 
 
Economic analysis has been undertaken by third parties and economic models have been 
created to reflect various public and private financing scenarios and are currently being 
utilized by the Project  in negotiations. 
 
 
6) Political Feasibility 
Numerous tribal community informational meetings were held as well as multiple and in-
depth council sessions discussing issues related to business structures, self-financing alternatives, 
visual and cultural impacts on communities and community membership, timing and market 
conditions and findings of analytical studies. 
 
7) Assessing Environmental Benefits and Impacts, and the Permitting process 
 
A Project fatal flaw analysis was conducted related to environmental, archeological and 
wildlife issues of the sites where the wind farm(s) could potentially be sited.   The Tribe will 
continue these efforts beyond this study and plans to continue with environmental assessment 
work and communicate to interested agencies and parties as required.  
 
8) Corporate Structure 
 
The Tribe considered at length the potential of public finance alternatives, including United 
States Department of Agricultural grants and loans as well as Clean Renewable Energy 
Bonding authorities.  The Tribe has also conducted a legal review of existing tribal corporate 
entities, federally-chartered and tribally-chartered.  Going forward on a project finance or 
other basis, the Tribe will continue consideration of financing options for its desired level of 
participation sized to the project(s) contemplated. 
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9) Operations, Maintenance and Training Planning 
 
The Tribe anticipates that aside from its tribal employment rights ordinance requirements, 
training and hiring provisions negotiated related to operations, maintenance and training 
plans for the power plant(s) have been well considered.  A preferred tribal corporate 
structure has been identified and considered acceptable by the Tribe. 
 
10) Infrastructure Development Planning 
 
Infrastructure requirements were used as a filter in relation to initial siting of various potential 
commercial sites so major infrastructure needs have met project needs. 
 
Section 4:  Project Plan 
Results of Site-specific resource and project assessments are as follows: 
 
1. Natural Resource Assessments 
 
The primary resources available to the tribe that constitute renewable sources of energy are 
wind and water flow. 
 
Phase I Wind and Water Assessments: 2001-2005 
 
In the calendar year 2001, with funding from the Administration for Native Americans, the 
Tribe erected and monitored two anemometers, one located on a hill above the community 
of Lower Brule and the second on a hill above the right tailrace of the Big Bend Dam. The 
results from the second of these two data collection efforts that were to be the basis for the 
proposed feasibility study but after those data sets were compiled, it was determined that 
they were insufficient to base any commercial wind assessment.  Data, such as it was, was 
collected at the Big Bend site and provided enough information to justify a focused, 
organized data collection effort. 
 
Unscientific observation of the flowage when water is discharged suggested that there was 
sufficient force to power a turbine to create enough pumping power to raise water to the 
height of a reservoir (not yet built) some 500 feet above the river.   A deeper analysis was 
warranted and was undertaken and the result of which are reported (see Appendices). 
 
Phase II Resource Assessments: 2005-2006 
 
After previous wind data sets were found to be insufficient, the Project and Tribal council 
directed that new data collection activities be undertaken under a reorganized effort and 
management.  At that time, the Project team undertook with the advice and approval of 
Tribal Council initiation of a focused wind data collection and verification effort to quantify 
the wind resource on the Lower Brule Reservation.  Preliminary wind modeling studies were 
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approved and conducted by a third party firm who specializes in mesoscale wind modeling.  
Those wind models were utilized to reconfirm and microsite optimal meteorological tower 
locations.  Several 60 meter met towers were installed in various locations and wind data has 
been collected and verified since that time.   
 
Subsequent wind data collection and analysis efforts undertaken – with advisory by and in 
conjunction with a third party international expert wind engineering firm – has concluded 
that the wind sites identified and tested can support a large scale wind development project.  
This effort also utilized correlative longer-term wind data obtained from a non-tribal 50 
meter tower 7 kilometers away from the proposed project site, and results estimate that 
overall annual wind speeds from 7.8 to 8.6 m/s are present at 80 meter hub height.  Since 
that time, data has been collected and verified at 30m, 45m N, 45m S, 60m S and 60m N 
with data coverage of 95-96% by the current 60 meter met towers installed.  These towers 
continue to collect data for project development purposes.  This specific data is not available 
for public disclosures at this time since the Tribe is in midst of negotiations. 
 
2. Tribal Loads and Export Market – Transmission Study Work 
 
The Lower Brule Reservation, in calendar year 2000, used approximately 8 million kilowatt-
hours of electricity for a total electric cost of $620,000.  It is estimated that this amount of 
electricity use produced 13 million pounds of carbon dioxide.  Applying the Tribe’s current 
growth rate, it is estimated that by 2010, the load is expected to be approcimately16 million 
kilowatt-hours of electricity at a cost of $1.3 million, producing 28 million pounds of carbon 
dioxide. 
 
Among the myriad of necessary ingredients with which to develop a wind facility is the 
presence of suitable electrical transmission facilities with which to interconnect and transmit 
the electrical output of the facility.   This critical path analysis is the focus of this transmission 
and market work.  The following encapsulates a summary narrative description as well as 
analysis of the work initiated and completed: 
 
The South Dakota Transmission System - Generally 
 
The backbone of the South Dakota transmission system, particularly in the areas studied, is 
comprised of a large regional network of 500 kV, 345 kV and 230 kV lines and secondary 
systems at 69 kV –161 kV.  The rural nature of South Dakota requires that most of the 
electrical generation in the region is transmitted to loads across long distances. Due to the 
fundamental nature of this system’s long distance transmission lines, the stability of the system 
can become an issue particularly if those transmission lines are heavily loaded as operators 
will occasionally limit power transfers below their rated thermal transmission limits.  
Three key factors for transmission interconnection options for wind facilities include: 
 
• Physical Capability -  The point of interconnection needs to be technically capable of 
safely absorbing the new wind facilities; 
• Location -  The point of interconnection needs to be as proximately situated as 
possible to the new wind facilities in order to minimize cost and physical transmission 
line losses 
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• Cost -  An ideal interconnection location is one that can maximize the cost of 
interconnection and minimize line loss, thereby creating more value to the project 
overall. 
 
Power Flow Analysis 
 
The Lower Brule Wind Project(s) were modeled utilizing PowerWorld, a widely used industry 
power flow tool utilized in electrical transmission analysis.  These runs utilized a large volume 
of data representing transmission and generation facilities and interconnected loads.  The 
official Mid-Continent Area Power Pool for 2007 Summer Peak representation of the 
transmission network was utilized in the modeling for Lower Brule.  
 
Thermal transmission limits were taken into consideration. During the engineering phase of 
the project(s), a formal stability study will be necessary. Also taking into consideration during 
the next-step screening work will be a study of transient and contingency scenarios.   
 
Capacity Impacts 
 
Briefly, impacts were studied for the 230kV Big Bend to Fort Thompson transmission facility 
which has a rated capacity limit of 389 MVA. Also studied were the impacts upon the three 
associated transformers, two 230 kV/345 kV transformers with a rated capacity limit of 250 
MVA and one 230 kV/69 kV transformer with a rated capacity limit of 33 MVA.   Taking 
into consideration Base Case and Change Case line loadings, it was concluded that 
interconnection to the substation is feasible. 
 
Nodal Transmission Voltages 
 
Also studied was the impact on nodal transmission voltages for the above mentioned 
transmission facilities, also utilizing Base Case and Change Case scenarios in order to ascertain 
impacts.  In that case, all nodal transmission voltages are expected to remain within 
acceptable range of heir nominal values and interconnection is not expected to pose any 
voltage violations. 
 
Engineering Work Undertaken 
 
An approximation of interconnection costs, exclusive of land for associated easements was 
presented to the Tribe and those estimated costs are well within an acceptable range of costs 
to support a commercial wind project on the Lower Brule Sioux Reservation. 
 
3. Energy Technologies Evaluated 
 
Wind Turbine 
 
Specific turbine specifications have been identified and sized-to-resource work undertaken 
and completed.  Due to the current nature of turbine market, the Tribe wishes to keep this 
analysis and selection confidential but is willing to discuss it on a case-by-case basis. Optimal 
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numbers, height and positioning of the turbines for a wind farm of the maximum 
productivity has been undertaken and presented to the Tribal Council. 
 
Pumped Storage 
 
The following illustration is an example of a typical pumped-storage plant.  
 
 
 
After discussions with the Army Corp of Engineers, managers of the hydroelectric facilities in 
question, the Army Corp recommended the Tribe focus efforts on a closed-loop pumped 
storage technology/project, using two reservoirs (upper and lower) without having discharge 
into Lake Sharpe.   
 
After a technical preliminary feasibility analysis, it was concluded that the topography of the 
tribal lands would provide insufficient net effective head required (200 feet) which would 
limit the output of any hydroelectric turbine to make it feasible. 
 
 
4. Tribal Benefits and Barriers 
 
The Tribe has for years considered the development of renewable energy systems that could 
benefit its members.  The community suffered almost irreparable harm from the damming of 
the river and the resulting flooding of its gardens, homes and governmental infrastructure in 
the 1960s – without being able to enjoy any significant benefits.  The present plan will 
hopefully be able to deliver a modicum of the benefit provided to down stream communities 
in the form of flood control, navigation and hydroelectric power. 
 
The first anticipated benefit is both short-term and long-term economic improvement.  
Potential identified income stream would be a direct benefit to the Tribe and could help build 
up a development fund to pursue additional smaller-scale wind farms on the reservation that 
could supply power to both communities and to agricultural enterprises. 
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The most obvious environmental benefit of the proposed installation would be the promise 
of electrical power generation without depletion of the nation’s (and the Tribe’s) fossil-fuel 
resources.  There would be no harmful emissions such as carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. 
Maintaining non-eroding channels for discharges from the reservoir would preserve the stock 
and quality of clean water locally.   
 
The Tribe anticipates minimal impacts on the Tribe’s culture from a project.  If anything, the 
job opportunities resulting from a wind project could contribute to a personal sense of 
accomplishment for tribal workers, increased family stability and the reduction in the 
incidence of destructive behaviors. Many if not most of the social problems on reservations 
derive from poverty and unemployment.    
 
5. Economic Viability Evaluation 
 
This is a continuing analysis as the sizing of the project is determined.  The Tribe has learned 
through multiple and ongoing negotiations work with potential off-takers that the market for 
the output of any project located on the Lower Brule Reservation is difficult but not 
impossible.  However, it is an economic reality that without a reputable off take 
commitment, economic models are interesting but not absolute until energy and REC pricing 
is settled. 
 
In general, however, the Tribes are acutely aware of the costs associated with pre-
development, development, construction and operations of a commercial wind plant.  
Taking into consideration projected capacity factors, the Project has determined that installed 
costs are ranging from $1.47-1.6MM/MW and with increasing turbine deposit requirements; 
any commercial scale project has significant upfront development costs.  
 
6. Assessing Environmental Benefits and Impacts 
 
Preliminary environmental, archeological and wildlife fatal flaw analyses have been 
undertaken and that work continues for proposed project sites.  Appropriate BIA Area Office 
personnel were briefed and consulted throughout this Project.  Among the many studies 
which were compiled and reviewed were: 
 
• The Environmental Assessment of the Proposed Site of the Lower Brule Sioux Tribal 
Justice Center 
• Geotechnical Exploration, Proposed Justice Center 
• Status of Mineral Resource Information for the Lower Brule Indian Reservation 
• Cultural Assessment of Riparian Habitats 
• Land Use History of the Armstrong Gunnery Range 
• Endangered Species Report Phase I and II 
• Environmental Baseline Study 
• Fish Population Studies of the Missouri River 
• Preliminary Assessment – Lower Brule Aquaculture Program 
• Sediment Monitoring Project Study 
• Survey of Medicinally Valuable Plants 
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• Taken Land Study Phase I Study Report 
• Final EIS Title VI Land Transfer of the State of South Dakota 
• Terrestrial Wildlife Habitat Restoration Plan for Oahe Reservoir 
 
7. Barriers 
 
The most substantial barrier to this Project continues to be the Tribe’s ability to attract and 
negotiate suitable credit-worthy long-term offtake agreements upon which to project finance 
a commercial wind project on the Lower Brule Reservation.  
 
8. Operations and Maintenance; Training 
 
The tribal corporation will hold the interests of the Tribe in a wind energy project.  It is 
anticipated that it will also serve as the primary tribal management entity which will assist in 
the facilitation of training and hiring professional Tribal management staff and technicians to 
provide both regular and emergency repairs on all the equipment.  The Tribe has identified 
specific targets for training and hiring related to wind development projects. 
Section 5:  Appendices 
MAP OF POTENTIAL WIND FARM SITE(S) 
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OTHER APPENDICES 
 
REPORT OF ACTIVITIES - Attached 
 
PHASE I WIND DATA SUMMARY - Attached 
 
PUMPED HYDRO TECHNICAL REPORT – Attached 
 
Section 5 Appendices:  Report of Activities 
Activities Report 
Lower Brule Wind-Hydro Feasibility Study 
 
 
July 2004 
 
Wind Sites & Meetings 
Northwest Lower Brule Reservation 
Cherry Ranh Ridge, S Hwy 1806: 50 meter met tower site 
West Ft. george Butte 
LB Farm Corp: No River Bluffs: Pum Storage Potential 
 
Meetings 
BIA Natural Resource Staff; topographical and land ownership maps for 
wind and potential pump storage sites 
Environmental Dept Director and Staff: briefing on wind energy 
feasibility plans and preliminary environmental review including Phase I 
avian assessment and cultural resource review, identify staff to assist in 
process 
Tribal Chairman/Secretary/Treasurer/Councilman: briefing on wind 
energy feasibility study sites and options 
 
 
August 2004 
 
Sites were identified for testing including land adjacent to the Tribal 
Headquarters in a land referred to as the Buffalo Pasture, which is 
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adjacent to the Missouri River with an elevation about 250-300 feet 
above the river. There is a substation across the road from the site, with a 
need to determine capacity of the transformer in that substation to 
determine current interconnection capacity. 
 
The water flow at the tail race of the dam was found to be significant.  It 
was reported that in order to evaluate the applicability of a run of the 
river hydro facility in this location, the Tribe needed to know minimum 
flow rates for at least five years; operational guidelines for the dam’s 
flow control; voltage of the existing generators; and interconnection 
requirements to the low side of the step up transformers interconnecting 
to WAPA transmission lines.  That information has been requested of the 
Army Corp and of Western.   
 
It was also reported to the Tribe that a pumped storage facility can easily 
be supported by the topography near or in the Buffalo Pasture.  The 
largest issue with this technology is determining the total storage volume 
in megawatt hours.  It was recommended that the Tribe undertake an 
updated load analysis.  
 
The rural electric cooperative was contacted for the Buffalo Pasture 
substation capacity and was told it was forthcoming.  
 
The Tribal leadership response to the Buffalo Pasture sight was a certain 
amount of reluctance due to aesthetic reasons.  Other community 
members were to be polled to determine any cultural or other resistance 
to this site.   
 
Meetings with the Army Corp and Western were conducted but no 
particular project size or capacity were identified.  An issue that was also 
raised was the need to FERC approvals for any interconnection for such a 
facility and there were to be further communications with the Army 
Corps to further explore this issue.   
 
 
September 2004 
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Copies of wind data for the Lower Brule West site near the Tribal 
Headquarters and Big Bend Dam (see attached).  This wind data was 
reformatted by Ed McCarthy, a meteorologist and the format includes 
data from a tower with instrumented with sensors at 30, 40 and 50 
meters but without wind directional data.  The data presented is 
reported by monthly average hourly reading.  The physical data is 
actually recorded every fifteen minutes but for reporting purposes, the 
average was taken of the reading for hour #1 over the entire month.  So, 
on page one for January, the average for the hour from 12:00 AM to 
1:00 AM of 12.0 mph at the 30 meter level (upper left-hand corner) is 
provided.  At the bottom of that column, the average (mean) for the 
month of January is 12.2 mph at the 30 meter level.  
 
Preliminary summary reports were presented to the Tribe that in 
examining the existing 50 meter data, the identified West Brule site 
measures 16.2 mph and the Big Bend Site measures 16.6 mph.  It was 
postulated at that time that the West Brule Site was the most developable 
due to its proximity of the Lower Brule Substation and resulting ease of 
interconnection.  Several community meetings were held which provided 
general wind energy information and to answer questions or address any 
concerns about any potential wind site on the reservation. 
 
During visits in this time period, it was reported to the Tribe that there 
was sufficient water flowing to operate a small commercial run-of-the-
river hydro facility.  A set of operational questions were created for the 
Army Corp to answer so a preliminary hydro facility could be evaluated.  
Preliminary evaluations have been made of technology related to 
pumped storage systems, which identified closed-loop pumped storage as 
a viable option which greatly reduced permitting requirements with the 
FERC.  The concept as explained to the Tribe is to have a storage tank on 
top of a hill and a corresponding storage tank at the bottom of the hill 
with a hydro generator integrated into a  pipe between the upper and 
lower tanks.  When the energy has its greatest value, the water flows 
from the low tank through the generator, creating electricity.  The FERC 
has indicated that such a closed-loop system may be permitted quickly.  
The first filling of the tanks and replenishing would come from the 
Missouri River.   
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It was related to the Tribe that the largest cost component is the storage 
tanks and excavated reservoirs would be must less expensive than 
purchasing tanks.  The size of the reservoirs would be dependent upon 
the storage capacity that the Tribe requires.  That amount will be 
determined as a detailed energy usage of the Tribe was undertaken. 
 
It was recommended that a ten megawatt wind plan could be designed 
at either identified wind site.  Further data was to be collected and 
analyzed in order to conduct an updated tribal load analysis to further 
match resource to load for a potential project.  
 
 
January 2005 
 
The Army Corp provided the following technical parameters regarding 
the Big Bend Dam: 
 
• The facility is a rolled earth dam with a height of 95 feet and a 
total length of 10,570 feet 
• The fill quantity is 17,000,000 cubic yards 
• The spillway’s crest length is 376 feet 
• There are eight gates sized 39.1 x 40 feet 
• The crest elevation is 1,385 feet msl 
• The power plant includes eight generators with a capacity of 
61.579 MW per unit 
• The storage capacity o fthe lake above the dam is 1,910,000 acre 
feet with 56,884 surface acres and a length of 80 miles 
• The maximum depth is 78 feet and the shoreline length is 200 miles 
• This facility is used primarily as a peaking plant and a re-regulating 
device for the Missouri River 
 
 
The following was reported regarding the Lower Brule West Substation 
 
• It has a 7500kVA 69/14.4/24.9kV load serving transformer 
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• The 69kV transmission system in the region is comprised of 4/0 
ACSR so the limiting thermal factor in a steady state analysis will be 
the Lower Brule West transformer, not the transmission system 
• Depending on the identify of the power purchases and associated 
energy delivery point, a voltage drop and power loss analysis may 
be necessary and would be covered in any required 
interconnections tudy 
 
The following was reported regarding pumped storage tank equipment 
and preliminary feasibility analysis work: 
 
• For steel tanks that were quoted were too costly to be seriously 
considered, as prices ranged from $0.15 to $0.23 per gallon 
• When the available head and reasonable storage size are factored 
in, this produces a prohibitively high power production price 
• Concrete tanks may be an option as will be the possibility of a 
reservoir for the uphill storage facility, both requiring a more 
rigorous examination of FERC guidelines since there would be 
potential environmental concerns 
 
 
2006 – Next Phase Wind Project Development and Analysis Work 
 
As preliminary pumped storage work and analysis had not provide 
enough justification or rationale to pursue this as a viable alternative at 
the time, in 2006 the Lower Brule Sioux Tribe had made the decision to 
move forward and focus on the commercial development of its wind 
resources on the Lower Brule Sioux Reservation, one of critical path 
avenues that the Tribe has undertaken has been to ascertain the technical 
feasibility and physical requirements associated to a development of this 
magnitude.   
 
Among the myriad of necessary ingredients with which to develop a 
wind facility is the presence of suitable electrical transmission facilities 
with which to interconnect and transmit the electrical output of the 
facility.   






































